Shiningford
A Grade II listed country manor house and converted stables make up
Shiningford, set in beautiful gardens on the edge of Carsington Water.
Shiningford offers complete privacy for celebrations, corporate events
and weddings, with space for a marquee in the grounds.

Shiningford is ideal for groups of 12-34, with the majority of bedrooms
being en-suite. Guests will be able to make use of the outdoor
swimming pool during warmer months, and the hot tubs. The venue is
dog-friendly and the drive leads directly onto the Carsington trail, so it
is perfect for cycling or walking holidays.
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Features
Available for exclusive use for up to 34 guests, or separately for
smaller groups of 12-22
The Manor has 8 bedrooms & 6 bathrooms, sleeping 18 guests
The Stables offers 5 en-suite bedrooms, sleeping 12 guests
The Tack Room can be added on to provide 2 en-suite bedrooms,
sleeping an additional 4 guests
The Manor dining hall can host celebratory dinners, with exposed
trusses, an atmospheric wood-burning stove and seating for 34
Farmhouse kitchen in the Manor with an AGA
The Stables has a fully-equipped kitchen & dining facilities for 12
Both The Manor & The Stables have a lounge, private garden and
courtyard with outdoor furniture and a hot tub
Beautiful surrounding gardens with a children’s play frame
Outdoor swimming pool, open from May to September
Idyllically situated on the shore of Carsington Water, with stunning
views and wonderful walks
At the base of the Peak District and 20 minutes from Alton Towers
Dog-friendly
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"I am happy to recommend it to anyone!"
"Just perfect for my celebration" - The Davies Family

“Everyone loved the house and gardens and we have so many memories to keep of
the time we shared together. I have recommended Shiningford to so many people
since we returned that I am not surprised that you are already booked for Xmas next
year.”

“The size & quality was overwhelming” – Sophie
I recently booked The Stables & The Tack Room…it was absolutely wonderful. We
were so impressed when we arrived, the size & quality was overwhelming. We
wanted for nothing, everything you need is there & it is beautiful. Great comfy beds,
sparklingly clean, huge sofas & lots of room. The kitchen was great, with lots of
crockery. We hired an amazing chef, recommended on the website. The hot tub &
swimming pool were the icing on the cake. I cannot recommend The Stables highly
enough, a brilliant place for any event or family holiday.

“Shiningford Manor is stunning” - Sarah
Thank you for such a fantastic venue for our hen celebrations. Shiningford Manor is
stunning and the dining hall - what can you say except wow! Perfect property
lovingly decorated and exceptionally well kept. You have been excellent in all your
communication and have been a pleasure to deal with so thank you.
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